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Nordkapp Enduro 605

  

 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS   

 

 

Length Over All   6,06 m

Total Width   2,20 m

Maximum Allowed Engine   150 KS

Recommended Engine   140 KS

Weight   915 kg

Maximum Number of Passengers   7

Engine Shaft   L

 

  

 STANDARD EQUIPMENT   

 

 

Bow navigation lights

Bow railings

Cushions in cockpit

Cover for console, skippers seat and rear

seating

Compass

Electrical installation

Electric bilge pump

Fire extinguisher

Fuel tank 125 liters

Flagstaff

Glass holders in cockpit

Leather steering wheel

Manual bilge pump

Navigation light on the mast

Switch box

Stern ladder

Skippers footrest

Skippers seat with adjustable pedestal

BASIC MODEL PRICE .................... 27.600,00 € (207.952,20 HRK)

VAT is not included into the price. Transport is included in listed prices. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. Tecaj 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

Product photos are illustrative, and do not always have to correspond in all details to the products that are the subject of the offer.
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 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
  

 

 

Antyfouling   493 € (3.714,51 HRK) 

Bimini canopy - Black   1788 € (13.471,69 HRK) 

Bow thruster   2394 € (18.037,59 HRK) 

Complete gray X - floor   1658 € (12.492,20 HRK) 

Electrical installation for 2 batteries   382 € (2.878,18 HRK) 

Electric refrigerator   1204 € (9.071,54 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions - Macadamia

Storm

  178 € (1.341,14 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions   273 € (2.056,92 HRK) 

Fresh water instalation   772 € (5.816,63 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury

with tilt

  1410 € (10.623,65 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Seastar -

with cylinder

  1370 € (10.322,27 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury   1228 € (9.252,37 HRK) 

Radio Bluetooth Fusion RA 70   510 € (3.842,60 HRK) 

Trough hull transducer Garmin

GT15M-IH

  266 € (2.004,18 HRK) 

Table in cockpit - upholstered   371 € (2.795,30 HRK) 

Table in cockpit - upholstered

Macadamia Strom

  371 € (2.795,30 HRK) 

Upholstery - Macadamia Storm   At request 

Window in deck sides   677 € (5.100,86 HRK) 

Wireless remote control for electric

winch and

bow thruster 

  651 € (4.904,96 HRK) 

 

  

 BOAT DESCRIPTION
  

 

 

Enduro 605 has diservedly won rewards. It has excellent solution for canopy and sunbed and wide beam. It also has handrail for safety of

passengers.

Canopy can be for 2-4 persons. Driver's canopy is easy to put up and take down. Storage for canopy is in front of the console. Console is

protected from water spray and wind because of its design.

Enduro 605 has wide bow hatch for safe boarding. The bow is rounded and hatch makes possible to hold the rope from cockpit without opening

the hatch.

Fenders are in the boxes on the sides and easy to throw over the rail.  

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

Vitam Agere d.o.o. is authorized dealer for Nordkapp and Sting boats      
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